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WHAT ARE ONTARIO FARMERS GOING TO DO FOR FUEL?
Profuior B. J. Znvitu, O.A.G., Guelph

Despite Legislation and Agitation Woodlands arc Gradually Disappearing. Parts of Ontario have a Smaller 
Pwtk.,1 o( their Aru under Wood than the belt Adrlcultanl Districts of Europe.

SoKellom on the Improvement of Farm Word lots

ll Sheep Husbandry Coins into Oblivion?
Leonard A. Murehiton, Wellington Co., Ont.
A matter for no little discussion and some agi

tation among us farmers is the prevailing 
tion in the sheep market. One would almo 
sider the time and
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money spent by the Sheep 
Commissioners in this respect practically thrown 
■ way for all the material benefits derived. Some
thing must assuredly be done to relieve the sit
uation and transform the condition of things 
soon, or else sheep-raising 
passed into oblivion. where, 
business has well nigh 

There is something decidedly wrong, some
where 1 Who is to blame for this shortage of 
•heep and the prevailing aitnation ? 
think the farmer Is wholly responsible, 
those who have not seriously considered the 
cation of sheep farming must not go scatheless 
There is a great dearth of lambs, to be sure; yet 
it is, I think, in the Government’s place to help 
things along, to put their shoulders to the wheel.

HK problem in Ontario of preserving a rea
sonable percentage of wood! 
has been disenabl'd for many years, 

cnrly ss 1880 there were warnings issued to the 
public that forest destruction 
too far in Southern Ontario. Early in the 80’s 
the office of Clerk of Forestry was established, and 
the reports of thin office were continually publish
ing warnings showing the dangers of den 
the country of its forests.

The Tree Planting Act of those days 
effort in the form of a bonus to encourage tree- 
planting and protection of woodlands. Thi 
failed to accomplish practical results, and in 
later years waa repealed. A few years ago an
other act waa provided which endeavored to pro
tect woodlands and encourage the farmer to give 
attention to his wood lot Thla act ia in the form 
of a bonus by which a certain amount of wood
land may be exempt from taxes. Thru far I be
lieve only one municipality has taken advantage 
of the act by passing the necessary by-law, and it 
seems that thla legislation will accomplish little.

r the restocking of waste soils. The improvement 
of the existing woodlands oan be discussed under 
the following topics:

Protection

and is one that

from wind : To produce a healthy, 
rapid tree growth soil protection is of first im
portance. The average woodlot is of such small 
area that winds sweep through, drying out the 
soil and carrying away the leaves which should 
go to enrich the soil. This can be overcome by 
planting * belt of evergreens along the exposed 
borders.
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Obtaining new and better trees: Many wood- 
lote have become thin with open spots. These 1

urmonhtration g wrap farms
Could not the Government establish demonstra

tion farms in various parts of the country, where 
breeders could obtain a practical knowledge of 
the scientific methods of the industry ? 
again, each Government farm could in 
prehensive manner distribute pure bred sheep 
especially rams, and furnish a practical example 
of the advantag s derived by keeping only a 
certain breed most suited to the conditions in the 
community in which each farm is situated.
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Despite legislation and agitation, the wood- 
Isnds of Ontario are gradually disappearing. The 
country lying west of the proposed Trent Valley 
Csnsl system, comprising an area of about 90,- 
000 square miles, contains lees than nine per 
cent, of woo Hand and some 44 townships within 
this area have lees than six per cent, of woodland. 
This comparatively young country has lest wood
land than France or Germany, and many town
ships have leas woodland than that existing in 
England, which ia said to contain about five per 
cent, of wooded aree.

A large percentage of the existing woodlands 
in Ontario are standing on valuable agricultural 
soils The growing of timber on the high-priced 
land does not appeal to the owner who ia looking 
for direct returns, and the financial argument in 
the end will do much towards clearing this type 
of soil. legislation will never persuade 
to grow timber on good agricultural soil. Where 
such soils are kept under timber it must be for 
aesthetic or other reasons. Owing to lack of ac
curate data, we are unalle to compare forest 
crops »nd annual food crops on these soils in On
tario from the standpoint of revenue. In Europe, 
however, we know that annual net revenues per 
•ere run from |1 to |19 These returns are of 
course in many oases for land unauited to agri
culture, but the figures are for highly produc
tive forest lands with » stock of growing 
»uch as does not exist in our woodlands.

WOOD LOTS ON POOR* LAND
The production of timber in Old Ontario must 

eventually de|»end upon the improvement of 
woodlots upon the poorer olsssss of soil and
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Evidences of Prosperity in Old Ontario
Sherwood Colston, Helton Co., Ont., pen of whose 
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attendant upon the attacks bv dogs would re
move the greatest obstacle to successful sheep- 
raising, and restore a
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Care of the Pregnant Mare
Walter BlUott, Holton Co., Ont.

aa many as six foals in one season, 
having them come about May 15, a„d have al- 
waya made a practice of using the mares for the 
spring work. I consider it a great ihistake to 
pamper a brood mare. Tying up 
feeding well cannot but result in 

Of course, we do not plan to knock 
around very hard at the spring work. One of 
the greatest mistakes that can be made is to 
put mares through snow drifts. This is sure 
to oauw trouble. Heavy backing nW is danger
ous, Straight ahead work on the disc plow or 
seeder, however, will not damage

I always try to be with the mare at time of 
foaling. I have sat up all night loti of times. 
This is a wiw precaution when one has a lot of 
money invested as horses. We aio losers if we 
do not take care. Even if we d- lose a little 
sleep, the value of a good foal will pay us well 
for the trouble.

have taken their place.
I raiseIMPROVING STANDING WOOD 

Improvement cuttings : Improvement cuttings 
oan Le made by taking fuel, etc., from poorly 
shaped or defective trees and by cutting out 
weed trees, as ironwood and blue beech. This 
only requires common judgment, and is being 
carried out in a number of woodlots today.

Fire and grasing ; It is scarcely n 
mention that fire should not be alloi

must be kept from the woodlot if young gro 
is desired, and on most soils grasing should not 
be allowed at any time.
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and injures the older trees. Grasing 
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A rich, clay loam or a sandy loam make good 
apple soil. I prefer day loam myself with an 
open subsoil, but the 
of soils if it is well 
culture. There should be no permanent water 
nearer than eight or ten feet of the surface.—W. 
H Gibson, Durham Oo., Ont.

i

apple will do on a variety 
drained and given proper

To get the largest possible crop-yield from 
every sore should be the aim of every farmer.


